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How to use this book:

Learn the vocabulary in the ‘Word and 

Picture Match’ exercises.

Reading:

Look up or ask someone to help you 

understand the meaning of the highlighted 

words. Try to use them in a sentence.

Writing:

Practice writing the answers that relate to 

your own experience, as this will help you 

in the future when finding work.
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Match the words to the pictures.

1 2 3 4

5 6 7

8 9 10

A     Care worker

B     Midwife 

C     Pharmacist

D     Paramedic

E      Surgeon

G    High blood pressure

H    Anxiety

I     Prescription

J     X-Ray

Healthcare

1

F     Depression



Andre
and Lukas

Andre and Lukas are flatmates. Andre has just arrived home. 

Andre: Hey Lukas, how’s it going?
Lukas: I’m good thanks, so how did it go?
Andre: Well, I think it went ok, I was really nervous and there was a train strikestrike so 
I only just I only just arrived on time!
Lukas: So what did you have to do? I was watching that hospital show on TV. I don’t 
know how you do your job. I’m too squeamishsqueamish..
Andre: I really love my job at the care home, but hopefully if I pass the assessmentassessment  
today I can finally become a nurse, just like I was back home. I had to show them my 
skills, measure out medication correctly, assess the patient, and suggest a 
diagnosisdiagnosis. The main thing I was focused on was communicating well with the 
patient, but I’m used toused to  doing that anyway.
Lukas: Wow, do they have real life patients too?
Andre: No, they are actors but they were quite realisticrealistic..
Lukas: Sounds like a job for me! How do I applyI apply?

Use the highlightedhighlighted words in a sentence. 

Writing
What skills do you have? which skills would you like to gain?
What experience or qualifications do you have that are relevant?
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